
MEETING WITH THE PRESIDENT
December 21, 1974
5:20 p.m. to 6:25 p.m.
President, Vice President, and three members of the staff

from each side during the first portion and then Murrow
and Nessen joined.

Ot1-rs present were Douglas and Cannon and Mrs. Whitman,
Rumsfeld, Marsh and Scowcroft.

The President said it's a historic meeting .. a unique
opportunity .. they have the same aims .. however
history shows a lot of staff jealousies .. nothing
bothers the President more than problems within a
staff or between staffs. The President wants the
Vice President's staff to attend staff meetings.

After the President spoke, he said "do you have anything
else to add, Don?" I do Mr. President. "Number One,
I want to suggest to the two of you that you agree that the
way the Vice President will come to see you is for him
to pick up the phone and call you or to come over and
ask Nell when would be a convenient time
and if you're free, simply walk in. I think it would be
very bad, in fact and certaini y optically, if anyone
had the understanding that I was acting the door keeper
between you and the Vice President. And I would like
to have that indicated to the press what the arrangement
is and that, in fact, be practiced that way." They both
agreed although Rockefeller did say he wanted to stay
in very very close touch with me . And the President
said he felt that was a very good idea.

I said "Number two, my second suggestion is that the
two of you and those of us on the staffs make a
decision to act very promptly if a new cycle passes
where a problem evolves and we don't get it
corrected, it's very tough then to chase down the
stories. I think we all ought to agree that we'll pick
up the phone and answer each others phone calls
and get any problem that seems to be building
sorted out immediately.t'

Next I said "I suggest you bring Nessen and
Morrow in and discuss some of the things that the two



of you discussed alone so that everyone is working
off the same script as to what the role of the
Vice President will be because we don't want to start
out the relationship with the press driving a wedge
because of an imperfect communication on the subject."
The President agreed and we brought Nessen and Morrow
in.

Marsh then had an idea which was very good and he pointed
out that there are a number of procedures on the use of
aircraft .. on space .. on contact with regulatory agencies
and the like .. that, when they were in the Vice
Presidential staff they felt the rules were directed
against them and, in fact, now that they're in the
White House they understand that they were not
directed against them. They're just sensible
rules for all of government. And he hopes that those
on the Vice Presidential staff will be aware that the
rules that they're going to have to adhere to are not
aimed at them because they're on the Vice President's
staff but, in fact, apply uniformly across the government.

DICK, I think that's a very important point and we
ought to try to make sure that they really do understand
that.

Vice President raised the question on his new house.

Then the President and the Vice President started
discussing his function and it came out something
like this:

1. The President asked the Vice President
to become a member of and Vice Chairman of the
National Security Council.

Z. He asked him to become of and Vice
Chairman of the Domestic Council with particular
emphasis to finding an Executive Director and seeing
to the operations and recommendations of the
Domestic Council.

That he resign his membership as a member
of the Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board.

There was some debate as to whether he
should resign his membership on the Water Quality
Commission and it ended up that he would remain a
member for the present until a successor is chosen
and sworn in. There's some legal question about this,
DICK. YOU ought to get the Counsel' s office to really
sort it out. Rockefeller feels he'll have to get into
a pitch battle on the subj ect and it certainly will have to
be fully agreed as to whether he is legally on or not because



if he's in a fight everyone is going to be looking at it.
The President asked Rockefeller to

help the recruitment of top people. DICK, you've
got an action there. Youtve got to plug him in
with Walker. You also have an action with respect
to his Vice Chairmanship of the Done stic Council
to see that he's plugged in with Walker on that.

The President said he would replace
Aime Armstrong as a member of the Murphy Commission.

There's and Action Item there, DICK.
The President said he would investigate

the Council of Social Advisors and give the President
some recommenc tions. I raised the point that I didn't
think Nessen and Morrow should publicize that because
it would simply build a battle over it unnecessarily.
They all agreed.

The President asked him to investigate
the Science Advisor thing and they agreed that that
could be publicized because it's already a matter of
public record.

9 . The President asked him to work with
the National Committee and get a feel about their
programs and plans along with the President and that
again is an item not to be publicized.

He asked the Vice President to help in
the Presentation of Administration programs such
as SALT and the like. They agreed that would not
be publicized.

They talked about a bicentennial
responsibility from Marsh and that certainly could
be publicized.

Rockefeller asked about the role of the Dore stic Council
and the President responded. Then he asked me to
elaborate. I did so.

They discussed the role of the Commission on Critical
Choices. The President was sensitive to its being
part of the Smithsonian. Rockefeller said it' s already
financed for a year. Sol Linowitz is going to talk to
the Congress and see if they can get funding for the
period beyond that. And that issue is open. I asked
Rockefeller if the financial funding has been taken care
of and he said, in fact, it has. There will be no
pay out by Rockefeller from the time he was sworn in
as Vice President. That means he has set up a trust
of some kind.



DICK, I think you ought to begin to help the Vice
President's staff begin to get point-to-point
contact on the staff at various levels.

Rockefeller commented during the meeting at how
nice the Navy people had been in connection with
the house at the observatory. After the meeting
I went up to him and said tlMr. Vice President,
I would like to run a little warning flag up for
you. A lot of people are going to want to be
very nice to you. You are a very powerful
man. Yoif re the Vice President. You're
very important. The danger is not that people

won't be nice to you. The danger is
that they'll be nice to you through ignorance.
That is to say, it's not their money that
they're being nice to you with. It's taxpayers'
money and the GAO and Jack Anderson and the
Congress and the Democrats and the investigating
committees are all going to be looking at all
this and you cannot allow people who you think
know what they're doing to do things for you
who don't have the brains and the political
sense that you do. You and your staff have
to make conscious decisions as to whether or
not you want people to do things for you in
the bureaucracy because you can get yourself
in an awful lot of trouble real fast."


